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February was a jam-packed month since I was cramming in more than thirty days
of travel, teaching, and photography into a twenty-eight day month. :):)
Seriously, I started in Singapore teaching at Objectifs-Centre for Photography and
Film. I ended the month in Key West, Florida teaching my Tools of Travel
Photography class at the Key West Art & Historical Society. Never having been to
the Florida Keys, the class was a triple treat - the great students, the welcoming
folks at KWAHS who hosted me, and the extraordinary beauty of the place added
up to a wonderful time.
In the time between, I took trips by planes, trains, and occasional automobiles. I
was in New York City to see my daughter, who is working backstage on a
fascinating musical based on the life of Joan of Arc, at the Public Theater. My
daughter had the good fortune of helping dress the play’s lead, Jo Lampert, for a
sunrise, beach-front portrait done by the master portraitist, Annie Leibovitz, for
March’s Vogue magazine. In the middle of the month, I paused for some welcome
rest at home in Providence, which included my appearance on Around the Lens, a
weekly live-streaming round-table discussion on contemporary visual journalism.

During February I was asked to jury an exhibition on the theme of Chiaroscuro,
the meaning of which, comes from the Italian chiaro, "light", and scuro, “dark”.

Translate

Chiaroscuro aptly describes much of my work, which is why I was thrilled to
receive the invitation from the folks at the Darkroom Gallery in Essex Junction,
Vermont. If you are interested in submitting work there, do so by March 22nd.
I also was finalizing details for my California Dream adventure photography
workshop, April 24-28, where we will be traversing and photographing California
by helicopter. Having grown up in California and always loving flying, I can’t tell
you how excited I am about this class. Nothing beats the experience of being in
the air, composing the image, solving all the photographic challenges, and
claiming full authorship of the photograph. This workshop provides the things you
will need to make great images - guidance from an expert in photography (which
you already know I can offer) and guidance from experts in flying, which is the
unique skill-set that my partners at HELIMOB bring to the workshop.

If those April dates don’t work for you, we are planning another class in late
August or early September. Drop me a line with your preferred dates in that time
stretch, and I will inform you when we formalize the dates. Images made by one
of my friends and former student at HELIMOB are featured in this newsletter.
They show the opportunities the class offers, and they are almost as good as the
ones we would make during the workshop. :):)
NEWS YOU CAN USE:
PhotoShelter just came out with another one of their useful free guides. Their
latest, the 2017 Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests, was made in partnership
with the World Photography Organization. They describe it as ” … a rundown of
42 photo contests worldwide. We give each a verdict based on entry fees,
promised exposure and prizes, submission rights, and direct feedback from past
winners.” For obvious reasons of sponsorship, they have a soft spot for their own
contest, but once you get past that, the guide is still very useful.

Penumbra Foundation is a NYC based non-for-profit organization focused on
photography (pun intended). They have an interesting fellowship program that
they say is “…dedicated to facilitate emerging artists with time, workspace,
resources and support to get them and their work closer to the public in one of
the most vibrant art cities in the world.“ The information on the Penumbra
Workspace Program is worth reading whether or not you apply. It can help you to
better understand the ways organizations support photographers and if you apply,
so much the better.
WORKSHOPS NEWS:
Florida's sunny warmth reminds me of the summer ahead, when I will be teaching
for two weeks this summer at the Maine Media Workshops:

Before that I will teach my favorite basic photo class, Seeing Like a Camera, May
20-21, 2017, at the newly opened Providence Center for Photographic Arts.
I will be teaching my class on the Humanistic Photo Essay, July 30 - August 5 of
2017. Do consider joining me if you want to challenge yourself to advance your
skills in the art of the multiple image project (aka the photo essay.)

I will be working hard to take the intimidation out of creating video in my
Narrative Videos for the Storytelling Photographer workshop that runs August 6 12 of 2017.
At the end of the summer, September 6 - 11 of 2017, I will be teaching my Tools
of Travel Photography class at the Wooden Boat Festival in Puget Sound,
Washington through the Pacific Northwest Art School.

In the Autumn, October 5th to 17th to be exact, I will be returning to Morocco for
my MOROCCO: A Visual Feast workshop with Open Sky Expeditions.
I know I sound like a sun junkie when I mention that sunny Cuba will be
beckoning me later this year when the winter cold returns. That would be a good
time to join me for a great Cuba photo workshop in Havana and Vinales with the
YButlergroup.

I hope you enjoyed my monthly newsletter. I welcome your feedback. If you know
photographers who would be interested in getting these updates, please
encourage them to sign up for this newsletter.
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